Directions to Technobox, Inc.
154 Cooper Road, Suite 901
West Berlin, NJ 08091
856-809-2306

Via New Jersey Turnpike
Take NJ Turnpike to EXIT 4 (Camden/Philadelphia). After leaving the tollbooth keep left and pass under overpass
for exit to ROUTE 73 SOUTH. Merge onto highway. Follow ROUTE 73 SOUTH for approximately 3 miles,
passing over the ROUTE 70 interchange. Travel another 4 miles passing VIRTUA HOSPITAL - VOORHEES (on
the right). Move into the left lane in preparation for upcoming left turn onto COOPER ROAD. There will be two exit
slots – take the second marked for COOPER immediately at the traffic light. At traffic light, turn left onto COOPER
ROAD. Proceed about 1/2 mile. The entrance for 154 COOPER will be on the right. Turn right into building
complex. Follow drive about halfway. Building 900 is on the left.
Via Interstate 295
Take EXIT 36A (Route 73 SOUTH Berlin). After passing the entrance for the NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE, continue
on ROUTE 73 for approximately 3 miles, passing over the ROUTE 70 interchange. Traveling another 4 miles you
will pass VIRTUA HOSPITAL - VOORHEES (on the right). Move into the left lane in preparation for upcoming left
turn onto COOPER ROAD. There will be two exit slots – take the second marked for COOPER immediately at the
traffic light. At traffic light, turn left onto COOPER ROAD. Proceed about 1/2 mile. The entrance for 154 COOPER
will be on the right. Turn right into building complex. Follow drive about halfway. Building 900 is on the left.
From Philadelphia Int’l Airport…
From Airport exit, follow signs for I95 NORTH. Proceed on I95 over bridge (Naval Yard on right). After the exit for
Broad Street and Sports Stadium Complex, bear right onto exit for Walt Whitman Bridge and Packer Avenue.
Bear right onto bridge access ramp. Cross bridge. Follow signs for I295 (about 1/2 way over bridge be sure to get
in center lane, right lane is exit only for Route 130 and local traffic). Take I295 NORTH to EXIT 36A and follow
directions above.

